wherein God, along with the Muslims, acts as a central fig-ure in the plotting, unfolding, and staging of events.
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RELIGIOUS MAPPING AND THE SPATIALITY OF DIFFERENCE
It is no longer a question of either maps or territory. Something has disappeared: the sovereign difference between them that was the abstraction's charm. For it is the difference which forms the poetry of the map and the charm of the territory, the magic of the concept and the charm of the real.
-Jean Baudrillard, Simulations, 1983, 3. Driving from Boston to Montreal and Ottawa for the first time, I was taken by the "charm of the territory." Yet, I was also agitated by the tension between the map and the territory. The map helped me make sense of the new territory, and ultimately find my way, whereas the territory kept resisting the mapping conventions and challenging my readings, constantly revealing itself in surprisingly different ways. Losing the way became part of the experience that was taxing in as much as it was charming. On the stretches of highway, I wondered what it would have been like to travel without a map. Or with a map of inverted orientation, as the medieval Islamic maps (Fig. 1 ), or with one of Heinrich Bunting's sixteenth-century maps depicting the territory in the form of a winged stallion or a crowned woman
Through the mediation of sophisticated satellite and computer technologies, we now assume a certain real and objective relationship between the map and the territory and we see the stable geography of the earth as preceding the map. The map has simply become an abstraction of this non-negotiable reality, a mere tool with which to comprehend the land and find the way. In order to ensure universal comprehension of the map, the conventions of mapping are made consistent and transparent. Thus, a uniform sense of spatiality anchored in the Cartesian conception of reality has been engendered by modern cartography. This sense of spatialityan integral part of modernitywas alien to many pre-modern societies wherein geography was subordinated to theology, and wherein the map preceded the territory ( Fig. 4 ). Access to God's all-encompassing vision of the territory, attained today through aerial surveys and satelliteprojected images, was achieved primarily through religious texts. Visions, depictions, and spatial experiences of the territory were, therefore, conditioned by religious conceptions, which enabled multiple forms of imaginative mapping of the world. Today, we are compelled to define such mapping as "imaginative" because we have another form of mapping which we consider to be "real." Yet, these imaginative projections were just as real for pre-modern communities as the more technically sophisticated projections today.
The travelogues of the Damascene scholar 'Abd al-Ghani al-Nabulusi, (d. 1741 AD) for example, show how imaginative mapping operates. In the travelogue of his journey to Jerusalem, al-Nabulusi frames the recording of his memoirs with an imaginative mapping of the geography of Jerusalem and the surrounding landscapes, referencing the geography of Mecca and other towns in the Hijaz region.^Al-Nabulusi had not been to the Hijaz when he projected this geographic correspondence; he had neither seen nor experienced the places and the landscapes to which he referred. His major journey to Syria, Egypt, and the Hijaz took place four years after the journey to Palestine. Religious narratives enabled al-Nabulusi to conceptualize and visualize continuities and parallels between these two sacred geographies, and to make a unique sense of both the geography of Jerusalem he was experiencing and that of Hijaz, which was not immedi- Our modern sense of spatiality makes it difficult for us to comprehend such projections. How is it possible for the thousands of miles that distance Ginin from Mecca and Medina to collapse? The answer lies in both the different notion of mapping and the different sense of spatiality the pre-modern Muslim had, which derives from subordinating geography to theology and from regarding the map as preceding the territory. Mapping was not just a representational act but a creative one.
By "mapping," I do not mean the scientific enterprise of geographers and cartographersalthough this is includedbut making sense of geography through various conceptual or graphical means. 3 To map is to take the measure of the world, and taking measure involves, on the one hand, selec- The religious concept of fada'il might seem remote to mapping, however, it is pertinent to both the constructed and the natural environment. Fada'il texts mark certain sites and cities, conferring religious significance upon them and establishing hierarchical relationships between them. The instrumentality of mapping is inscribed in the concept of fada'il through its tactics of delineating virtuous places, of structuring them hierarchically, and of imbuing them with spiritual, cosmological, and eschatological significance.
Through the textual delineation, a conceptual map is drawn.
However, to see the agency of the fada'il at work as a form of religious mapping, one need not look in the fada'il texts themselves, for they only act, so to speak, as a "structuring grid." Rather, other chronicles, literature, and particularly, travelogues, and accounts of visitation (ziyarat) demonstrate the fada'il as a mapping guide. Occasionally, these texts present narratives which reveal the conceptual grid and the mapping agency of the fada'il through the "contours" of peculiar spatial practices and experiences. Both the correspondence al-Nabulusi visualizes between the Hijaz region and Jerusalem and the extraordinary visual experience of the master builder derive from the sacred virtues the two regions mark on the map of holiness. What lies in between is less significant and can be removed by religious desires.
The concept of fada'il is predicated on divine authority and mediated through literature. In this way, the concept of fada'il bears some similarity to the concept of "geopiety" found in other traditions. However, its modes of realizing and mapping a spatiality of difference are uniquely Islamic.D espite their often-considerable length, the fada'il texts lack the compositional coherence of a narrative and the cogency of an argument. They are made up of fragmented, yet authoritative statements around which are woven a web of conceptions, mythical stories, and historical accounts. The fada'il authors, many of whom were hadith scholars (i.e., scholars concerned with the authentication and accurate reporting of the prophet's sayings) constructed their arguments through authentication rather than interpretation or measuring them up against the reality they represent. The authors of the fada'il rarely ask: what does the reported statement (or hadith) say? Or, is what is said valid? They instead ask: on whose authority does the authenticity of the statement hinge? What are the reported variations? And where does the text fit in the overall economy of hadith scholarship? The context of these representational tracts, recedes behind the concern for its legitimacy and authenticity. The text itself appears transparent; it does not pose questions concerning agency, representation, and reality.
What the text says is conflated with what it represents: the text becomes the reality. The fada'il discourse can thus be seen as a literary creation of reality; it realizes what it represents. It realizes difference; it makes difference real geographically; it creates a spatiality of difference.
In this sense, the concept of fada'il promotes a discriminatory view of geography based on God's own "preference" {tafdil, a derivative of fada'il). Things do not just happen serendipitously, but manifest in accordance with divine partiality, the logic of which hinges on the necessity of difference. In the overall scheme of creation, according not only to Islam but also to many other religions, different people, texts and places are not of equal status. In the beginning was difference. And difference was never meant to be projected democratically. Difference was predicated on a preference-an absolute, non-negotiable divine preference. From this perspective, the /arfa '// concept can be seen as an attempt to layout the matrix of differentiation spatially and to reveal the pattern of divine preference. It is a literary act to inscribe the ontological foundation of difference. Yet, difference IS a relational concept that requires a horizon of ref- erence against which the other can be differentiated.
Naturally, the fada'il projects Islam as that horizon of reference to explain and identify divine preferences. The non-Muslim other occupies an awkwardly marginal position that IS never in accordance with the order of things. The other is de-placed and de-spatialized. The fada'il texts on Jerusalem, for example, relate an elaborate story of how the Christians' attempts to construct a monumental building over the sacred rockwhere the Dome of Rock was later builtlong before the Islamic takeover, repeatedly failed.
Their exquisite and highly adorned structure miraculously collapsed three times, forcing the Christians to consider a It is interesting to note that until the later Ottoman period, Muslims do not seem to have mapped their holy places. Medieval mapping of Jerusalem, for example, was a purely Christian genre.^^Neither Jews nor Muslims were known to have mapped the city, despite its significance in both traditions and their conspicuous preoccupation with its geography, architecture, and the urban landscape. Until the Crusade at the end of the eleventh century, only one map of Jerusalem is known to have existed, the Byzantine Madaba map of the sixth century. After the Crusaders' conquest, about twenty maps are known to have existed until the end of the fifteenth century, when the new printing technology had facilitated the production of maps.^3 From the sixteenth century onwards, Ottoman images of cities and urban centers began to emerge, mostly in the form of pictorial representations. This ambivalence towards the graphic representation of territory tends to give primacy to the verbal-literary depictions of the fada'il and the imaginative constructions it engenders. As late as the eighteenth century, as al-Nabulusi's texts clearly indicate, the concept of the fada'il was widely operative. The fluidity of its verbal-literary expressions had continued to activate the imaginative mappings and to evoke the poetic visualizations of geographies and landscapes up to the colonial encounters.
To conclude with a poetic example of religious mapping and the spatiality of difference in pre-modern Islam, I shall draw again on al-Nabulusi's travel memoirs. Describing the relationship between two springs of water, Silwan in Palestine and Zamzam in Mecca, al-Nabulusi reveals an interesting geo-poetical concern. i'' How can the water of Zamzam be salty when it is in the most virtuous place on earth? In tackling this question, Muslim scholars played on the meanings of the Arabic word 'ayn, which means both "spring" and "eye" to provide explanations. They depicted Mecca as the "eye" of the earth and Zamzam as the source of its water.
Just as the water of the human eye is salty, so should be the water of Zamzam. But this poetic imagery leaves al-Nabulusi with an unsatisfactory image of a one-eyed earthi Resorting to his imaginative mapping of Jerusalem and Mecca to set things right, al-Nabulusi writes:
The saltiness of the eye's water is evidently true Not out of imperfection, but rather of perfection.
For this reason Zamzam's water is salty And so is Silwan's; both are refreshingly cold. 7a /AKKACH These are the two eyes of the earth, One of the right, the other of the left.
The right is in Mecca, the left in Jerusalem, Yet all the worlds are mere imagination.^N otes Illustrations Fig 
